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NEW NOVELTY BURLAP STYLES ADDED!
dye done in Christmas Red
and Green. See photo on
left to see how well this
coordinates with solid Burlap!
This will be in stock early
October. We also plan new
colorways for this plaid for
2014.

Special points of
interest:
 NEW! Grip-Tight Fabric BLACK on BLACK
Our popular dotted utility cloth, only available in
White-until now! 15” and
45” widths

HOLIDAY WOVEN BURLAP PLAID

The Burlap Craze shows
no signs of slowing down!
As the only company in the
U.S. that dyes Burlap, we
are happy to introduce 2
new lines:
60” WOVEN PLAIDthis is a great-looking yarn-

60” SPARKLE BURLAP–
solid shade Burlap with
gold Mylar yarns, giving
this fabric a real festive and
classy look!
Available in Natural, Oyster, Red, Green and Plum
colors. Stock early October. See picture above
right..

COMING SOON!
-60” SULTANA BURLAP
PRINTS
-FINISHED SEWN BURLAP HOME DÉCOR
PRODUCTS-for Holiday
and Bridal

Crossroads Denim a Huge Success!!
Amy Barickman is one
smart and creative woman!
She was the inspiration
behind Thompson doing
this line of Washed Denim
solids. This fabric has taken
off so fast we are having a
hard time keeping up with
demand. We have amped
up production and should
be in a great stock position
to ship all of the 14 shades
within 3 days by mid-Fall.
If you haven’t yet seen this
soft-but-beefy 10 oz. fabric
yet, please call Thompson
to get a sample! The Washing process gives the fabric
a nice texture, a real worn
look..

 Please note that French
Laundered Bull Denim
has been discontinued. 2
shades available as closeout-Peche and Rouge
 Fall Quilt Market in
Houston Oct 26-28thstop by to see new fabrics!
 Speaking of Burlap novelty weaves, don’t forget
our Herringbone Burlap!
In stock in 4 colors
 Have you seen our new
Shalimar and Sultana
Burlap colors that were
added in March? If not,
call us for a sample card!

Indygo Junction, Amy’s design company, has 8 patterns
designed for Crossroads. End uses include jackets, bags,
tunics, embroidery and appliqué projects, baskets, furniture fabric, home décor and children’s apparel. Visit their
website for this and other exciting creative projects and
ideas:
www.indygojunction.com

 Congratulations to Dotti
Weist, our friendly
“voice” of Greenwood
Mill for over 40 years–
she has been named
Grand Regent of Moose
Intl. for DE, MD and
DC area!

